II. PREVIOUS WORK
In LTE, each base station named eNodeB broadcasts a distinguishing signal, a fingerprint that helps the user equipment to differentiate between the serving and the neighboring cells [5] . In some circumstances, a conflict occurs among the PCIs of neighboring cells, which results in handover failures when the user equipment being mobile, moves across the boundaries of these regions. This is due to the fact that mobile units can't differentiate between two same broadcasted PCI's, irrespective of their signal strengths. A solution to this problem needs to be explored based on Neighbor cell relation lists [6] [7] , in order to improve the efficiency of future networks, in the sense that they will have a lesser number of call drops, better quality, improved coverage and efficient mobility handling.
Various types of cases in the PCI assignment issue have been explored [8] , according to which it is quite clear that two types of conflicts can occur while assigning the PCIs in a cellular network; when two cells in the vicinity of each other or two cells having a common neighbor are assigned the same PCI. This causes collision in the former, and confusion in the later case. The situations are depicted in Fig. 1 .
In the first case; Fig. 1 (a) , two adjacent cells have the same PCI. When user equipment in either of these two cells moves across the cell boundary towards the adjacent cell with same PCI, a collision is detected and may result in handover failure. In the second case Fig. 1 (b) , two outer cells having the central cell as a common neighbour have same PCI, resulting in a confusion kind of conflict, which causes handover failure during mobility from either one of them towards the central cell. In order to improvise mobility handling quality throughout the cellular network, these conflicts must be resolved. 
III. RELATED WORK
Numerous techniques and algorithms have been proposed to solve these conflicts. Graph coloring is considered as a better approach. In this technique, each cell is considered as a vertex of a graph, and all the cells which are direct neighbours to each other, represented by these vertices are connected through an edge. Trick towards solution is to assign colours to the vertices in such a way, that both cases are properly handled. Solution to Fig. 1(a) , and 1(b), has been demonstrated in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) .
So far, various graph coloring techniques and methods of graph coloring optimization have been proposed [9] [10] [11] . Graph coloring is used in many applications like VLSI Channel Routing [12] , Subcarrier allocation in Cognitive Radio [13] , and has been implemented using neural networks [14] . Any graph coloring technique can be applied to solve the PCI assignment task, but the major goal is to resolve the conflicts using minimum number of colours/PCIs. One method, dealing with a four-color-map problem is explored [15] , followed by graph coloring using neural networks [16] . A neural network parallel algorithm for channel assignment problems in cellular radio networks is a step that utilizes neural networks in the telecommunication area [17] .
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
Consider a case of "n" cells in a cellular network and "m" available PCIs or colours to be assigned to these cells with no collision or confusion conflicts. The very famous Hopfield neuron model is considered as shown in Fig. 3 . Two types of amplifiers are involved in the circuit. An ordinary amplifier and its inverting version are present. Impulse is the input applied to neurons. Feedback paths are also shown. Output is passed through the sigmoid function to determine whether it is 0 or 1.
Three restrictions are applied on the Hopfield network. 1) Inputs and outputs are binary (exclusively ones or zeros). Considering this, it should be quite clear that the nodes produce only binary results. 2) There should be no weights. 3) A condition on the activation function applied such that it is always a unit step. This model is also applied in artificial neural networks for four-coloring problems and k colorability [18] , an NP complete problem [19] , in which colors are assigned to different regions in a map, so that no two regions having a common boundary should get the same color. In four-coloring problem and k colorability, after all the mathematical work involved, final energy equation for an i th neuron in any X th region is
This is followed by motion equation, which is actually the partial derivative of (1) with respect to neuron's output.
Colors to the map are allocated by applying sigmoid function on the final motion equation.
This equation is written for the map coloring case, but it can also be used in solving collision free PCI assignment problem. Second case that remains unsolved is the confusion free assignment. This paper extends Yoshiyasu Takefuji's neural networks k-colorability map coloring approach in the form of a single equation for both collision free and the unresolved confusion free PCI assignment. One important factor that needs to be taken care of simultaneously is the upper and lower bounds on chromatic number, which in the other sense means an assignment with minimum number of PCIs utilized.
The proposed technique starts with writing an energy equation like (3) for some i th PCI in an X th cell. The first thing to be kept in mind is that only one neuron's output should be 1 in any cell, otherwise more than one colors/PCIs will be assigned to a single cell. For that reason, one term in the energy equation, same as the term proposed for collision free assignment, should be present, to deal with the issue. This has been done in (4) .
A is a constant, used to represent an energy penalty. V xi is the output of i th neuron in X th cell. Second term needs to deal with the case of collision and confusion free assignment, as depicted in (5).
B is a constant that will take the energy away from converging, if a boundary violation takes place. D xy and D xz are elements of the adjacency matrices between X, Y, and X, Z. V xi, V yi and ୧ are outputs of the i th neuron in X th , Y th and Z th cell respectively. D ij = {1 if any region i and j are adjacent {0 otherwise (4) And (5) together result in (6)
Motion equation for an i th PCI in any X th cell is the partial derivative of Energy equation with respect to neuron's output
Because interest lies in the output of some i th neuron in any X th Cell, applying partial derivative on the energy equation with respect to V xi , results in equation (8) .
Expanding the 1 st term i-e E1 with respect to X and taking the partial derivative for some specific value, gives
Writing (5) in terms of X and i, gives
Partial derivative is applied for some specific X and i, but in general, (10) becomes
Combining (9) and (11), gives the motion equation
Because this is an NP complete problem, there are many solutions to it. In the line of finding the best one, a hill climbing term needs to be included in the motion equation. Once the hill climbing term has been added, sigmoid function is applied on it. This has been done in (14) .
Where
C1, C2 and C3 are constants, used for normalization. ‫ܐ‬ሺ∑ ‫܄‬ ‫ܑܠ‬ ‫ܕ‬ ܑୀ ሻ Is the hill climbing function, which together with normalization constants in the motion equation, forces the state of the system to escape from local minimum and converge to global minimum.
H(x) = {1 if x=0 {0 otherwise Hill climbing term performs the excitatory force only when all of V xi 's are 0 or in other words when PCIs are assigned to all the cells. This means that the algorithm repeats itself unless the best result is achieved.
V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In order to check the performance of proposed technique, a cellular network is considered for assigning Physical Cell Identities. A small part of that network is shown in Fig. 4 . Simulations are performed in steps. The first step starts with setting values for constants and variables. A, and B being penalty constants are assigned values such that both the terms are optimized. Penalty constants are selected in such a way to vary the impact of constraints for achieving stable results. Hopfield did not propose any proper selection criteria, however, since then multiple strategies have been proposed. This whole strategy was then used to find SP in TSP.) The term, which is subjected to more minimization, is multiplied with larger constant and vice versa. During simulations, they were assigned values 200 and 250 respectively. X, Y and Z are all cell numbers. For simulating the 35 cells network, they are assigned value 35 each. Variables 'n' and 'm' are no of PCIs and no of cells respectively. n=9, because 9 PCIs are used and m=35, because 35 cells are to be accommodated with these PCIs. No of PCIs is calculated using upper and lower bounds on the chromatic number which actually is the number of colors needed to color the graph.
Second thing is to define an adjacency matrix (order 35 x 35) for the cellular system. The adjacency matrix considered for any cell X with all the other cells is given by D xy . In actual case, it is present only in the form of a list, much easier to manipulate for use in the PCI assignment algorithms. Similar matrices are considered for the adjacency between X and Z and between Y and Z. After that, an input vector U xi for all the neurons is defined. U xi 's are generated randomly within the range given below initially. It is simply a row vector of order (1 x m).
-0.002≤ U xi ≤0.002
Following that is the initialization of the output matrices V xi , V yi and V zi . These 3 row vectors of order (1 x m) are updated using the sigmoid function when all the U xi 's are updated. Once these 3 row vectors are initialized, then the motion equation of the neurons is implemented. Result of simulations is a matrix of order (9 x 35).
This matrix is the output of an i th neuron in any X th cell. Output array is always an (m x n) matrix, with "m" being the number of colors/PCIs used, and "n" representing the number of cells to which the colors/PCIs are to be assigned. This means the element V 3, 13 of resultant matrix is output of 3 rd neuron in the 13 th cell. If 3 rd neuron represents PCI 3, then this PCI is assigned to 13 th cell. On the basis of values in the matrix Vxi, PCIs have been shown in the corresponding cells in Fig. 5 , where each number represents a particular PCI and a specific color. If PCI allocation according to the output is considered, no two adjacent cells are assigned with same PCI due to the 1 st term of equation (14) , accomplishing the collision free task. The 2 nd term results in a confusion free assignment where neither any two nor more cells in the vicinity of a particular cell, are assigned with identical PCIs. Moreover 3 rd and 4 th terms extract the best output out of all the possible solutions. If simulations are performed without the hill climbing function, there can be collision or confusion conflicts at some locations, but still they will be negligible, compared to the number of cells considered for assignment.
State of the system always converges to global minimum, supported by almost 750 simulation runs. Fig. 6 depicts a plot between frequency and number of iteration steps. Horizontal axis represents the number of iterations required to achieve a satisfactory output, and vertical axis represents frequency; repetition of that particular value of iterations. Reason behind these recursions/iterations is that energy/motion equations are optimization functions, in which different the required terms are to be optimized with the help of energy penalty constants.
Optimization is done with the help of these constants which offer a penalty increase in energy, if something goes wrong. A lot of recursions take place until these optimization functions converge to the lowest energy value and become stable to give a satisfactory output. For PCI assignment in each cell, a number of recursions are required to finally find the best assignment, which can be same or different compared to the recursions required for assignment in any other cell. Fig. 6 actually depicts the reuse factor of a specific number of iterations during the whole network wise assignment. Average number of iteration steps can be calculated from the graph using any mathematical technique. In this case, average number of iterations is around 980, for about 200 cells.
Simulations were also performed for equation (3); collision free assignment case, for which the average number of iterations were 830 for 200 cells. This difference is because of an additional factor of confusion free assignment along with the collision free case in the motion equation (14) , resulting in an increase in recursive steps. If cells in the structure are increased, a corresponding increase in the average number of iteration steps occurs, but this increase is very less, compared to the increase in problem size. This means that the proposed technique is not very much dependent on the problem size.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an algorithm that automatically assigns PCIs to a complete cellular network, during initial network wise configuration, with the least chromatic number [21] . In the same manner, a slight modification in the proposed technique can be used to assign PCIs during incremental growth of an already present network and to accommodate the closed subscriber groups. Another important scenario is the PCI assignment when a conflict takes place. Further improvements to the proposed solution can also resolve PCI conflicts, whenever they occur within a network.
Previous graph coloring techniques solve the collision type of conflict, which mean that they only deal with coloring of adjacent vertices of a graph, and do not deal with assignment of colors without confusion. But in this case both collision and confusion conflicts have been resolved. Secondly neural networks based implementation increases the processing speed because it deals with parallel processing, so the algorithm achieves a better time complexity. Moreover the hill climbing concept improves the algorithm in the sense that the best solution out of all the possible ones is extracted at the end, and then it is finally implemented on the whole network.
Having developed and successfully shown the performance of the method, it is believed that the results will have a significant positive impact while dealing with such a problem.
